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Norris Kickoff Quizbowl
Round 5
Instructions: During the first 10 minutes of each match, use the tossup-bonus format with 10 points for each tossup and five points for each bonus.  The tossups and bonuses are related, so skip the bonus if no one gets the tossup correct. Tossups should be answered without stalling as soon as the player has been recognized.  Teams may consult only on bonuses and the team must complete their answer within 20 seconds.
Tossup - Bonus Round
1
2
Tossup #1. He called the recent Pledge of Allegiance decision "Just nuts."  Who is this current Senate Majority Leader, a Democrat from South Dakota?
Answer: Tom Daschle
10
10
Bonus #1. The Pledge of Allegiance decision was handed down by the Court of Appeals of the Ninth Circuit.  In what city does this court serve?
Answer: San Francisco
5
5



Tossup #1. The amoeba, the paramecium and the euglena are members of this biological kingdom. What name is given to the kingdom that includes one-celled creatures common in a drop of water?
Answer: Protists or Protista
10
10
Bonus #1. Identify the one or more of the following dieases are caused by protists.  Tuberculosis, Malaria, Yellow Fever, Lyme Disease, Rabies
Answer: Malaria only
5
5



Tossup #2. These include dopamine, acetylcholine, and epinephrine. What type of substance in the body is used to carry a nerve impulse across the syapse between two nerve cells?
Answer: Neurotransmitter
10
10
Bonus #2. Name the fatty sheath that surrounds the nerve fibers. This material is attacked and replaced by a scar tissue in the disease multiple schlerosis.
Answer: Myelin
5
5



Tossup #3. What laboratory technique involving light is used to investigate the locations of the electrons around the atom?
Answer: Spectroscopy
10
10
Bonus #3. What state is an atom in if it has just absorbed a photon and is about to emit a photon as the electrons move back to their ground state?
Answer: An Excited State
5
5



Tossup #4. When you see a big L on a weathermap, you know this marks a Low.  What kind of air movement occurs over a low?
Answer: Rising Air
10
10
Bonus #4. As air rises, it cools.  As air sinks, it heats up.  This explains the winds that descend from the mountains in Denver, Colorado that keep that city mostly snowfree.  What name meaning "snow eater" has been applied to these hot, sinking air winds?
Answer: Chinook
5
5



Tossup #5. What term in physics represents the product of the mass of an object multiplied by its velocity?
Answer: Momentum
10
10
Bonus #5. Momentum is always conserved in billiards.  When a player "cuts" the 9-ball into a pocket  (without English), the relative directions that the cue ball and the 9-ball travel after contact are very predictable.  How are these two directions related?
Answer: The form a right angle.
5
5



Tossup #6. What is the probability of winning if the odds of losing are 3 to 5?
Answer: 0.625 or 5/8
10
10
Bonus #6. What are the odds of throwing a seven using two standard 6-sided dice?
Answer: 1 to 5  (6 ways to throw 7, 30 ways to not throw 7)
5
5



Tossup #7. For this tale of an idealistic physician, Sinclair Lewis received the Nobel Prize.  Working in a succession of jobs, the title character has mixed success exposing the hypocrites around him.  What is this book that shares its name with a modern rock band?
Answer: Arrowsmith
10
10
Bonus #7. What is Arrowsmith's first name?
Answer: Martin
5
5



Tossup #8. This great gothic romance takes place in Thornfield Hall where Mr. Rochester lives.  The title character comes to Thornfield to teach and falls in love with Mr. Rochester.   Who is this girl whose wedding is interrupted at the last minute?
Answer: Jane Eyre
10
10
Bonus #8. Why is Jane Eyre's wedding interrupted at the last minute?
Answer: It is revealed that Mr. Rochester already has a wife who is insane.
5
5



Tossup #9. Which of these presidents served the least amount of time in office? Ulysses S. Grant, Lyndon Johnson, Gerald Ford, Zachary Taylor or Jimmy Carter
Answer: Zachary Taylor
10
10
Bonus #9. Arrange the remaining four presidents in order from least time served to most time served.
Answer: Gerald Ford -- Jimmy Carter -- Lyndon Johnson -- Ulysses S. Grant
5
5



Tossup #10. During the Renaissance in Rome, many high public officials were said to Papal Nephews.  What was the actual relationship between the Pope and the Papal Nephews?
Answer: They were the Pope's illegitimate children.
10
10
Bonus #10. Many of the Pope's nephews held positions of power in the Vatican.  What word is defined as the act of placing your relatives in positions of power?
Answer: Nepotism
5
5



Tossup #11. His reign lasted 13 years, ending with his death in 323 B.C.E.  Before his death at age 32, he conquered the Persians under Darius, conquered Egypt and conquered much of India.  Who was this Macedonian ruler?
Answer: Alexander the Great
10
10
Bonus #11. Following his conquest of Egypt, Alexander was made Pharoah.  What name was given to the dynasty of his successors that ruled Egypt?
Answer: Ptolemies
5
5



Tossup #12. Please show art selection 07.  What is the identity of the female in the center of the painting?
Answer: Venus  (Title: The Birth of Venus)
10
10
Bonus #12. What artist painted "The Birth of Venus"?
Answer: Sandro Botticelli
5
5



Tossup #13. They were the terror of northern Europe in the middle ages.  Originating in Denmark, Sweden and Norway, they invaded the coastal regions of much of Europe.  Who were they?
Answer: The Vikings
10
10
Bonus #13. A group of Vikings invaded northern France and established themselves.  Somewhat later, this same group invaded and conquered England.  What group of former Vikings was this?
Answer: The Normans
5
5



Tossup #14. The year 2000 had a memorable presidential election in which the electoral vote was very close.  Where in the constitution was the Electoral College established? (a) Article 6, (b) Article 7, (c) Amendment 12, (d) Amendment 17,
Answer: (c) Amendment 12
10
10
Bonus #14. The sum of the senators and representatives is 535.  What brings the presidential vote up to 538 votes?
Answer: The District of Columbia has 3 votes.
5
5



Tossup #15. What eastern European nation was the scene of the world's worst nuclear disaster and includes such cities as Odessa and Kiev?
Answer: Ukraine
10
10
Bonus #15. Ukraine is a former Soviet republic.  What other two former Soviet repulics form the northern border of Ukraine?
Answer: Russia and Belarus
5
5



Tossup #16. Cabbage patch kids are first produced, the U.S. loses the America's cup for the first time, Michael Jackson's "Thriller" hits number one, and the final episode of M.A.S.H. airs.  For 10 points, in what year did all these events occur?
Answer: 1983
10
10
Bonus #16. Who was the leader of the Soviet Union in 1983?
Answer: Yuri Andropov
5
5



Tossup #18. This famed musician tried to bring his wife back from the underworld, but he turned back to see if she was following, which he had been warned not to do.  Who was this character from Greek mythology, topic of an opera by Monteverdi?
Answer: Orpheus
10
10
Bonus #18. What was the name of Orpheus' wife?  Their names appear together in an opera by Gluck.
Answer: Eurydice
5
5



Tossup #18. This Athenian philosopher may well be called the world's first scientist.  Most of his writings were about the natural world.  He tried to develop a consistent system that explained the workings of the natural world.  Who was this student of Plato?
Answer: Aristotle
10
10
Bonus #18. Aristotle's Earth-centered solar system was accepted by most of the world until a Polish monk came along to propose a different arrangement.  Who was this man that put the sun in the center of the solar system?
Answer: Copernicus
5
5





Instructions: During the last 5 minutes of each match, use the 'Blitz' format with 10 points for each tossup and no bonus. All answers must be answered without stalling.
Blitz Round - All 10 Point Tossups
1
1
Identify these literary protagonists.


Tossup #19. Nicknamed "Rabbit", this self-absorbed, philandering salesman is the protagonist of a series of novels by John Updike which have won two Pulitzer prizes.
Answer: Harry Angstrom
10
10
Tossup #20. This title character of a Tolstoy work leaves her husband and child for a handsome young officer, then throws herself under a train when she believes he is about to leave her.
Answer: Anna Karenina
10
10
Tossup #21. Notable for his charm, vanity, broken English, and diminutive stature, this Belgian detective created by Agatha Christie finally died in Curtain, a victim of severe arthritis and a weak heart.
Answer: Hercule Poirot
10
10



Given a list of characters and the author, identify the literary work in which they appear


Tossup #22. Characters: Teresa Cascajo, Cardenio, Rocinante -- Author: Miguel de Cervantes
Answer: Don Quixote
10
10
Tossup #23. Characters: Myrtle Wilson, Tom Buchanan, Nick Carraway -- Author: F. Scott Fitzgerald
Answer: The Great Gatsby
10
10
Tossup #24. Characters: Javert, Thenardier, Marius Portmercy -- Author: Victor Hugo
Answer:  Les Miserables
10
10



Scientists at MIT recently succeeded in creating the world’s first coherent matter wave, or “atomic laser,” in which the wave properties of matter are exploited to cause large numbers of particles to act in concert.


Tossup #25. What French scientist first proposed that matter, like light, should exhibit both particle and wave properties?
Answer: Louis de Broglie
10
10
Tossup #26. The atomic laser basically involves squirting through an aperture matter that has been cooled into what novel phase?
Answer: Bose-Einstein condensate
10
10
Tossup #27. A Bose-Einstein condensate may be visualized as a soup in which individual atoms lose their spatial distinctiveness as a result of being forced into the quantum ground state.  Of what quantum mechanical law is this a consequence?
Answer: Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle
10
10



Given the recent interest in clones, we’ll test your knowledge of chromosomes. , given a brief description, identify these terms dealing with chromosomes.


Tossup #28. This term is used to describe the substance that makes up chromosomes, including histones, phosphates, and DNA.
Answer: chromatin
10
10
Tossup #29. This part of a chromosome contains no genes and is the spot where the two chromatids cross.
Answer: centromere
10
10
Tossup #30. This phenomenon shows that certain genes may change their positions on chromatids during mitosis.
Answer: jumping genes
10
10



Given a brief description, identify the founder of one of the American colonies for ten points each.


Tossup #31. His views on Native Americans and religious freedom forced him to flee from Massachusetts and establish Rhode Island in 1636.
Answer: Roger Williams
10
10
Tossup #32. Wishing to set up a colony for debtors, he was granted a royal charter and founded Georgia in 1733.
Answer: James Edward Oglethorpe
10
10
Tossup #33. Granted a tract of land by King James I, he and his followers founded a settlement at Odiorne's Point, the first settlement in New Hampshire.
Answer: David Thomson
10
10



Identify the ships.


Tossup #34. On its 1907 maiden voyage, it set a speed record of 5 days and 54 minutes in completing its journey from Queenstown, Ireland to New York City. -- On May 7, 1915, it was sunk by a German U-Boat.
Answer:  Lusitania
10
10
Tossup #35. American and British gunboats rescued its 70 survivors from the banks of the Yangtze River. -- It was a U.S. gunboat attacked by the Japanese in 1937; Secretary of State Hull accepted the quick Japanese apology and offer of reparations.
Answer:  Panay -- It was in transit between Havana and St. Thomas when it encountered a ship commanded by Charles Wilkes. -- In Oct. 1861, Wilkes's San Jacinto seized the ship and arrested Confederate commissioners Mason and Slidell.\\ Trent
10
10



Identify the artists of the following 20th century paintings, for 10 points each:


Tossup #36. The Persistence of Memory, 1931
Answer: Salvador Dali
10
10
Tossup #37. Guernica, 1937
Answer: Pablo Picasso
10
10
Tossup #38. Whaam!, 1963
Answer: Roy Lichtenstein
10
10
Tossup #39. Giant Soft Fan, The Store, Torn Notebook
Answer: Claes Oldenburg
10
10
Tossup #40. Composition with Red, Yellow and Blue
Answer: Piet Mondrian
10
10



Give the capitals of these South American nations.


Tossup #41. Ecuador
Answer: Quito
10
10
Tossup #42. Chile
Answer: Santiago
10
10
Tossup #43. Peru
Answer: Lima
10
10
Tossup #44. El Salvador
Answer: San Salvador
10
10
Tossup #45. Paraguay
Answer: Asuncion
10
10



Identify these Hindu texts.


Tossup #46. A part of the Vedic writings, composed from about 600 to 300 B.C., they argue that the individual self, Atman, is also the universal self, Brahman, but that yoga is necessary to effect their union.
Answer: Upanishads
10
10
Tossup #47. Eight times as long as the Iliad and the Odyssey put together, this sprawling epic poem compiled over several hundred years concerns the succession struggle between the Kauravas and the Pandavas, and is an encyclopedia of Hindu thought.
Answer: Mahabharata
10
10
Tossup #48. An eighteen-part discussion between Krishna, an avatar of Vishnu, and Arjuna, a warrior about to enter battle, it covers another facet of the story told in the Mahabharata, and expresses Hindu beliefs about the meaning of life.
Answer: Bhagavadgita
10
10



Give the last names (at birth) of these pop stars.


Tossup #49. Brandy 
Answer: Norwood
10
10
Tossup #50. Jewel
Answer: Kilcher
10
10
Tossup #51. Prince
Answer: Nelson
10
10
Tossup #52. Fiona Apple
Answer: Maggart
10
10
Tossup #53. Bjork
Answer: Gudmunsdottir
10
10





